
PENNSYLVANIA PROTECTIVE CAPACITIES 
 
Cognitive Protective Capacities (Thinking): 
Does CG have the specific intellect, knowledge, understanding, & perceptions to protect CH? 
 

CG plans & articulates plan to protect 
CH 

Refers to thinking ability that is evidenced in a reasonable, well thought out plan 

CG is aligned with CH Refers to mental state / identity with CH 
CG has adequate knowledge to fulfill 
caregiving responsibilities & tasks 

Refers to information & personal knowledge specific to caregiving that is associated with 
protection 

CG is reality-oriented, perceives reality 
accurately 

Refers to mental awareness & accuracy about one’s surroundings, correct perceptions 
of what is happening, & viability & appropriateness of responses to what is real & factual 

CG has accurate perceptions of CH Refers to seeing & understanding CH’s capabilities, needs, & limitations correctly 
CG understands his/her protective role Refers to awareness… knowing there are certain solely owned responsibilities & 

obligations that are specific to protecting CH 
CG is self-aware as CG Refers to sensitivity to one’s thinking & actions & their effects on others – on CH 
 
Emotional Protective Capacities (Feelings): 
Does CG have the specific feelings, attitudes, & identification with CH & motivation to protect CH? 
 

CG is able to meet own emotional needs Refers to satisfying how one feels in reasonable, appropriate ways that 
are not dependent on / take advantage of others, in particular, CH 

CG is emotionally able to intervene to protect CH Refers to MH, emotional energy, & emotional stability 
CG is resilient as CG Refers to responsiveness & being able & ready to act promptly 
CG is tolerant as CG Refers to acceptance, allowing & understanding, & respect 
CG displays concern for CH & CH’s experience & is 
intent on emotionally protecting CH 

Refers to sensitivity to understand & feel some sense of responsibility for 
CH & what CH is going through in such a manner to compel one to 
comfort & reassure 

CG & CH have strong bond, CG is clear that number 
one priority is well-being of CH 

Refers to strong attachment that places CH’s interest above all else 

CG expresses love, empathy, & sensitivity toward CH; 
experiences specific empathy with CH’s perspective & 
feelings 

Refers to active affection, compassion, warmth, & sympathy 

 
Behavioral Protective Capacities (Action): 
Does the CG behave in a manner that is consistent with protecting the child? 
 

CG has a history of protecting Refers to person with many experiences & events in which he/she has 
demonstrated clear & reportable evidence of having been protective 

CG takes action Refers to person who is action-oriented as a human being, not just a CG 
CG demonstrates impulse control Refers to person who is deliberate & careful, acts in managed & self-controlled 

ways 
CG is physically able Refers to people who are sufficiently healthy, mobile, & strong 
CG has / demonstrates adequate skill to fulfill 
caregiving responsibilities 

Refers to possession & use of skills that are related to being protective 

CG possesses adequate energy Refers to personal sustenance necessary to be ready & able to perform the job of 
being protective 

CG sets aside his/her needs in favor of CH Refers to person who can delay gratifying own needs, who accept CH’s needs as 
priority over his/her own 

CG is adaptive as a CG Refers to person who adjusts & makes the best of whatever caregiving situation 
occurs 

CG is assertive as CG Refers to being positive & persistent 
CG uses resources necessary to meet CH’s 
basic needs 

Refers to knowing what is needed, getting it, & using it to keep CH safe 

CG supports CH Refers to actual, observable, sustaining, encouraging, & maintaining CH’s 
psychological, physical, & social well-being 

 


